”Baltic Sea Savers”

WATERCHAIN

RULES OF THE COMPETITION
1.

Organizer

The competition is organized by WATERCHAIN project that is funded by Central Baltic.
2. Competition time
The competition is executed in Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Sweden and Åland. The competition is arranged between
12.9.2016 – 13.11.2016.
3. Participating and participates
Every natural person 13 years and older can take part to the competition. Persons in the WATERCHAIN project nor
their family members can’t take part to the competition.
One takes part to the competition by publishing his/her own entry of the Baltic Sea Saver on WATERCHAIN’s Facebook
page, on Instagram or on Twitter. The entries may be any kind of work presented in the form of a picture (for example
photo, drawing, a photo of knitting etc) The official hashtag of the competition is #BSS. Outputs using other hashtags
are not taken into account. In addition, the entry has to be marked with a country hashtag that are #BSSEE in Estonia,
#BSSFI in Finland, #BSSLV in Latvia, #BSSSE in Sweden and #BSSÅL in Åland. Along with the picture one should add a
short argument (max 160 marks) about why their character is the Baltic Sea Saver.
One person can take part in the competition only once and only in one media.
WATERCHAIN project doesn’t account to problems that may occur in the telecommunication.
4. Winning and prizes
The best entry will be rewarded. The prize cannot be moved forward nor changed into money.
The winner will be chosen by a public voting done by likes in Facebook, in Instagram and in Twitter during 12.9.2016 –
13.11.2016 and after the campaign by campaign organizer.
The winners will be published until 18.11.2016 and the prizes will be delivered to the winners by 30.11.2016.
5. Taxes
WATERCHAIN project pays the legal taxes and postages of the prizes that are announced in these terms. WATERCHAIN
isn’t responsible of possible breakage during the delivery.
6. Organizer’s right to use competition entries
WATERCHAIN project has a right to use competition entries in their own materials (i.a. on web pages, on brochures
and on marketing).
7. Direct marketing
WATERCHAIN project doesn’t collect any information for direct marketing by the competition.
9. Accepting the rules
By participating to the competition the participates do engage to follow the rules of the competition.
WATERCHAIN project reserves the right to all changes.

